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               Eighty years ago, on April 21, 1941  

               these two stamps were issued to  
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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

 

by Alan Bauer 

 

Hello everyone, I hope that all of you are doing well and are staying healthy.  For this issue of The 

News, I would like to discuss our plans for the 2021 Annual General Meeting and two new major 

pieces of reference material that we have available for purchase by our members. 

As of May 16th, the APS has decided to proceed with the Great American Stamp Show in Chicago 

this August.  We did a poll of Officers to see who would be attending, and only one of us, Greg 

Gessell, will be in attendance.  Obviously, that is not enough for us to have a booth and an in-

person Annual Meeting at the show.  If you do attend the show, please connect with Greg there. 

Our Annual General Meeting will again be via Zoom this year.  Last year’s was quite successful 

and we had almost 30 members in attendance, with representation from time zones from Europe 

to the west coast of the US.  The date for this year’s meeting is set for August 14th.  Last year we 

had the meeting at 1pm (EST), which is 7pm (Europe).  My recommendation is to have the meeting 

at 2pm (EST), which is 11am (PST) and 8pm in Europe.  This should allow more members to join 

in after dinner.  Any comments on the proposed time would be appreciated.  I will send out the 

Agenda by email in mid-July to all members for their comments, along with a confirmed time for 

the meeting.  Please let me know if you have any suggestions for agenda items.  We look forward 

to having many of you join us on Zoom for the Annual meeting. 

Now, I would like to remind you about two new books that are great pieces of reference material.  

Both are available to members by contacting me either by email at baueralan0414@gmail.com or 

by phone at 1-888-868-8293.  The first book is “Hungary 1919, Stamps and Forgeries” by Clark 

Souers.  Its focus is on all of the overprinted stamps from that violent year as four armies marched 

into Hungary and the Communist government was thrown out.  These ranged from Czechoslovakia 

in the north, to eastern Hungary and south to Fiume.  We still have several copies available to SHP 

members at the special price of $20, plus shipping (approximately $5 domestic, $10 international).  

All sale proceeds will be donated to your society.  The second book, the Hoboday Catalog of 

Hungarian Postal Stationery, will certainly become a classic.  It has collected all of the information 

in the several Simády catalogs and presented it in a consolidated format.  It took the author many 

decades of collecting both items and data, as well as two years of editorial work to produce this 

beautiful 326-page, A4-size volume, with more than 5,000 figures and images of the original 

pieces.  It presents an illustration of each stationery type, publishes all known data, and provides 

explanatory figures of types and variations for a complete picture.  This will be a critical reference 

source for collectors in evaluating and pricing postal stationery items.  We have sold all of the pre-

ordered copies, but still have three available to members who have not pre-ordered them.  The 

price of this book is $88, plus $6 domestic shipping.  The cost for international shipping is $40.00. 

I wish all of our members a safe and healthy summer, and as always…………… happy stamping! 

 

 

 

mailto:baueralan0414@gmail.com
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THE AUCTIONEER’S REPORT 

by Anna Trischan 

 

2020D AUCTION     2020A-2020D AUCTIONS 

No. of lots listed 116    No. of lots listed  464 

No. of lots sold 85    No. of lots sold 301 

No. of bidders  18 

No. of consignors 7 

Amount sold  $813.50   Amount sold  $4511.50 

Comm. and donated $406.09   Comm. and donated $1629.29 

 

The 2020 totals represent a significant increase from 2019, in number of lots both listed and sold, 

and in the total dollar amount sold, though the total going to the SHP decreased slightly.  Again, 

thanks to Jim for all his hard work on 2020A-2020C, and all his guidance during the transition!   

The auction’s start and close date have both been moved back about a month to ensure that 

everyone who wishes to bid receives at least either the print or email version of the auction listing 

while the auction is open.  Please contact me if you are not receiving your listing in time to bid. 

Thank you to all our bidders and consignors – consignments are always welcome! 

 

 

YUGOSLAVIA STUDY GROUP 

Based in the UK, the Yugoslavia Study Group is the only society in the English-speaking world 

devoted to the study of Yugoslavia, its predecessor and successor states, with its strong 

connections to Hungarian, Austrian and German philately.  The YSG has around 60 members, 

half of whom are based outside the UK.  All members receive the quarterly journal Jugopošta. 

The society has held 2 meetings on Zoom so far this year, with members from all over the 

world, which we intend to continue in the future. 

Annual dues are £15 (UK), £17 (rest of Europe), or £18/£23 (rest of world, surface 

mail/airmail).  An “electronic” membership (Jugopošta delivered by email) is £10 worldwide.  

Dues from outside the UK can be paid by PayPal or bank transfer.  Details from the Treasurer, 

David Foster at 3 Welland Close, Brookfield, Middlesbrough, TS5 8JG, UK or 

daveinthenorth@googlemail.com. 

mailto:daveinthenorth@googlemail.com
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THE RUMINATIONS OF YOUR EDITOR 

 

by Robert Lauer  

  

May/June of this year marks the 150th anniversary of the issuance of the first postage stamps 

printed in Hungary.  In my never very humble opinion, the recess printed stamps of the 1871 issue 

of Hungary are some of the most beautiful, if not the most beautiful, classical stamps issued by 

any jurisdiction.  Philatelically, the issue is also extremely fascinating.  Initially, all six values were 

printed by lithography, pending the completion of the engraving of the plates needed for recess 

printing.  For this first provisional printing by lithography, the process of transferring the master 

die to the stones used for lithographic printing created numerous “types” for each denomination.  

Nine types for the 2kr and 5kr values have been discovered, six for the 3kr and ten for each of the 

10kr, 15kr and 25kr.  These lithographed stamps were issued through May and June 1871.  The 

lowest five denominations of the lithographed stamps were replaced with recess printed versions 

through June and July 1871, with the recess printed 25kr stamp appearing in September 1871.  

Both the lithographed and recess printed stamps have a number of interesting shades and the recess 

printed stamps were also printed on different identifiable thicknesses of paper (see “The Different 

Paper Types of the 1871 Engraved Issue” by Robert Lauer in the April-June 2014 issue of The 

News). 

The initial lithographic printing of the 2kr and 5kr stamps was so 

splotchy that Franz Josef’s face looks like it is pock-marked.  It 

was deemed unfit for issuance and all of the stamps were supposed 

to have been destroyed.  Somehow, though, a small number of 

these stamps were accidentally used/sold to the public by the main 

post office in Pest in 1873.  My illustrious predecessor, Csaba 

Kohalmi (the Sage of Indianapolis), made the find of a lifetime at 

a local stamp bourse in January 2010, purchasing one of the 35 

known copies of the “Splotchy Joe”, as he refers to this stamp, for 

$22 (see “The Editor’s Notes” by Csaba L. Kohalmi in the April-

June 2010 issue of The News).  Csaba’s copy is illustrated at left.  

The same master die was also used to create plates for the printing of postal stationery by yet a 

third printing process, typography.  This included postal stationery cards, postal stationery 

envelopes and money order cards.  However, the initial printings of  the postal stationery envelopes 

were actually done by lithography using the same stones as were used for the lithographic printing 

of the stamps.  These lithographed postal stationery envelopes were replaced by the typographed 

versions around the same time as the lithographed stamps were replaced by the recess printed 

versions and, as a result, are incredibly rare.  The dies used for the plates to print the 2kr postal 

stationery cards, the 3kr and 5kr postal stationery envelopes and the 5kr money order cards were 

re-engraved creating three  different types of the 2kr postal stationery cards, two types of the 3kr 

postal stationery envelopes and three types of the 5kr postal stationery envelopes and money order 

cards.  In the last SHP Auction, I bought four lots containing 11 of the 5kr postal stationery 

envelopes, one of which is illustrated on the top of the next page.  Translating the section in Simády 

on these postal stationery envelopes and hunting through these lots for all three types will be a 

rainy day project for this summer. 
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A 5kr postal stationery envelope sent from Czegléd to Vienna, September 5, 1871. 

 

April 11th marks the 80th anniversary of the return of the southern provinces, the last of the 

visszatért reacquisitions of pre-Trianon Hungarian territory from neighbouring states prior to and 

during the Second World War.  An article on this subject, graces the last five pages of this edition 

of The News.  An article from Csaba on the 1947 Roosevelt issue, which I have had sitting in the 

“in-box” for an embarrassingly long time, and an article from Alan Soble on the 1955 Munka issue 

round out the content of this edition of The News.  Thank you, gentlemen! 

 

The first half of 1946, which is 75 years ago, contains the last chapter in the use of the 1945 

Provisional issue.  Owing to the ever-increasing rate of inflation, in January, February and May 

1946, the Hungarian Post Office overprinted fillér stamps from the 1943 “Hadvezérek” definitives, 

the 1944 famous women issue and unused values of the 1945 Provisional issue with abbreviations 

of the postal service for which stamp was valid, so that they could be sold at the rate in effect for 

that day.  In the January series, the 8P on 20f Szent Erzsébet stamp was further overprinted 

“Hlp.1.” for the local postcard rate.  In the February series, this 8P on 20f stamp was overprinted 

“Hlp.2.”, again for the local postcard rate, the 40f on 10f Hadik András stamp was overprinted 

“Hl.2.” for the local letter rate and the 10f on 4f Hunyadi János stamp was overprinted “Tl.2.” for 

the inland letter rate.  In May, the 60f on 8f Rákóczi Ferenc stamp was overprinted 

“Nyomtatv.20gr.” for printed matter up to 20 grams and the 2P on 4f Hunyadi János stamp was 

overprinted “Csomag 5 kg.” for parcels up to 5 kilograms.  These six stamps are illustrated below. 
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THE 1955 MUNKA 
 

by Alan Soble 
 

Throughout the year 1955, the Hungarian People’s Republic (Magyar Népköztársaság, from 

August 20, 1949) issued a set of definitives (“általános forgalmú,” Monograph V, p. 532) which 

the Magyar Posta- és Illetékbélyeg Katalógus calls “Munka” (work, job).  These twenty stamps 

(Figure 1) were issued in various colors and all have different designs and denominations, 8f to 

10Ft.  Seven stamps in the set were released on June 25 (20f, 40f, 60f, 80f, 1Ft, 2Ft, 10Ft); five on 

September 3 (8f, 10f, 1,70Ft, 2,60Ft, 3Ft); and the final eight on November 25 (12f, 30f, 50f, 70f, 

1,20Ft, 1,40Ft, 4Ft, 5Ft).  The entire set of twenty large horizontal format stamps (my measurement, 

which varies slightly for some values, is 32×21.5 mm; the Monograph V gives 33×22 mm, p. 535) 

was perforated 12×12½ and produced by photogravure. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The 1955 Munka, MPeIBK 1485–1504, Scott 1116–1135. 

Scott states, oversimplifying, that all the stamps were watermarked with a “multiple star” pattern 

(watermark 106).  According to MPeIBK the stamps were watermarked with either the “large star” 

watermark, XII (nagycsillag), or the “small star” watermark, XIII (kiscsillag); the catalogue, 

however, withholds which stamps have which watermark.  The Black Book, i.e., A Magyar 

Bélyegek Kézikönyve, seems (on my obstacle-ridden reading of pp. 363–364) to contend that ten 
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stamps exist in two versions, each value having on different tokens the large star watermark or the 

small star, while ten stamps exhibit only the small star.  If so, there are thirty distinct stamps in the 

set.  In any event, the sizes of these five-pointed stars – a revealing, embarrassing design – are 

much closer to each other than the linguistic contrast between the Magyar words nagy and kis 

implies (see Figure 2).  There is usually a vast difference, and not much ambiguity, between a 

nagy férfi and a kis férfi, even if we cannot state precisely the dimensions which distinguish 

different sizes of men. 

Figure 2. The difference between 

“nagy” stars (on the left), which are 

loosely arranged, and “kis” stars (on 

the right), which are laid out in neat 

rows and columns.  Every 40th “nagy” 

star contains the Roman numeral “IV.”  

Csaba Kohalmi remarked to me that 

“nagy” stars have sharp points, while 

“kis” stars have comparatively dull or 

rounded points.  It is possible to discern 

that “nagy” stars are slightly larger 

than “kis” stars.  The diagram is taken 

from the Black Book, p. 30. 

The watermark story is actually more complicated than this.  Some watermarks are arranged 

horizontally and some vertically on the stamps, because rolls of kiscsillag watermarked paper were 

cut into smaller sheets which were then fed in different directions through the printer.  (See Figures 

3–4.) According to Monograph V (p. 535, under “Vízjel”), the Munka values on vertical large star 

(XIIA) watermarked paper are 8f, 10f, 12f [added by Csaba Kohalmi], 20f, 40f, 60f, 70f, 80f, 1Ft, 

1,70Ft, 2,60Ft [corrected from the typo “0,60” to 2,60 by Csaba] and 3Ft.  All values exist on 

vertical small star (XIIIA) watermarked paper and all values, except perhaps the 10Ft, exist on 

horizontal small star (XIIIB) watermarked paper.  There are no horizontal large stars (which would 

have been XIIB).1  So there are fifty-one varieties (perhaps fifty-two).  Munka a magyar 

bélyeggyűjtőknek! — at least those who pay attention to watermarks beyond the Turuls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3, left: Watermark XIIA, vertical large stars.  Figure 4, right: The two XIII watermarks.  The 

horizontal small stars watermark, XIIIB, is on the left, followed by the vertical small stars, XIIIA, on the 

right.  All diagrams were scanned from MPeIBK, p. 9, and color-modified.  The image of XIIIA came from 

the image of XIIIB by rotating it 90o. 
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The designs include five women (25%) and fifteen men at work.  In the following table, the twenty 

jobs are given in Hungarian from MPeIBK and in English from Scott.  The author adds some 

remarks.  Half the set was designed by Vertel József (V) and half by Nagy Zoltán (N). 

 

 

Denomination  MPeIBK (1485–1504)2            Scott (1116–1135)       Author 

       8f (V)     Kertész            Truck farmer  Horticulture. Cabbage 

or lettuce? 

      10f (N)     Halász            Fisherman  Not halásznő, 

fisherwoman. 

      12f (V)     Kőműves            Bricklayer 

      20f (N)     Elektroműszerésznő           Radio assembler  “Woman electrical 

technician” (-nő). 

      30f (N)     Iparművésznő            Woman potter  “Woman industrial or 

craft artist” (-nő). 

      40f (V)     Vasúti forgalmista           Railwayman and train “Railway traffic 

controller.” 

      50f (N)     Árusítónő            Clerk and scales  Sales clerk or 

saleswoman (-nő). 

60f (N)     Postás            Postman emptying mail Postman (at a 

    box   levélszekrényből). 

Not postásnő. 

      70f (V)     Gulyás            Cattle and herdsman Herdsman (or goulash). 

      80f (N)     Szövőnő            Textile worker  “Weaving woman” 

(-nő). 

      1Ft (V)     Hajóépitő            Riveter   “Shipbuilder” (by  

riveting). 

      1,20Ft (V)     Asztalos            Carpenter   Guy using a block 

plane. 

      1,40Ft (V)       Villamoskalauz           Streetcar conductor He collected tickets. 

      1,70Ft (V)     Kanász            Herdsman & pigs  Swineherdsman (with 

disznók). 

      2Ft (V)     Villanyhegesztő           Welder   Electrical welding. 

      2,60Ft (N)      Traktorosnő            Woman tractor driver Woman tractor operator 

(-nő). 

      3Ft (N)     Csikós            Herdsman in national Horse herdsman or 

                costume and horse cowboy and ló. 

      4Ft (V)     Autóbuszvezető           Bus driver 

      5Ft (N)     Postai szerelő            Lineman   “Postal mechanic”  

(outdoor lineman for 

telephone, telegraph, 

and electrical power). 

      10Ft (N)     Bányász            Coal miner  “Miner” (coal). 
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There are no Hungarian chemists, microbiologists, physicists, mathematicians, authors of novels 

or poetry, philosophers, electrical engineers, accountants, comptrollers, artists, musicians—all are 

as much “munka” as a postman or bus driver—which is surprising in a long set of twenty stamps, 

given the social prestige of the highly educated in Hungarian culture.  The rich Hungarian history 

of achievements in, for example, science (before 1955, when the stamps were issued) include, to 

name a few, Semmelweis Ignác (born in Buda, 1818; died 1865 in Vienna), Szent-Györgyi Albert 

(born 1893 Budapest; died 1986 in Woods Hole, Massachusetts), and Neumann János (John von 

Neumann; born in Budapest, 1903; died in Washington, D.C., 1957—it is truly astonishing how 

much outstanding work in many fields Neumann accomplished in his short life). 

Note that the 1948 airmail set of ten “Inventors and Explorers” (MPeIBK, 1059–1068, Scott C53–

C62) includes, as the sole Hungarian, Kandó Kálmán (1869–1931), who significantly contributed 

to railway locomotive electrification, although a single stamp issued that year honors Eötvös 

Loránd (MPeIBK 1070, Scott 840).  The high value in the airmail set, 40f, conveniently depicts 

the Russian Alexander Popov.  Similarly, the 1948 airmail semi-postal set of ten “Poets and 

Writers” (MPeIBK 1071–1080, Scott CB3–CB12) includes, as the sole Hungarian, the poet who 

was much more than a poet, Petőfi Sándor.  The high values in the set, 30f and 40f, portray two 

more Russians, Leo Tolstoy and Maxim Gorky (who got his own set of three stamps in 1951, the 

15th anniversary of his death: MPeIBK 1243–1245, Scott 959–961).  True, there had been in 1953, 

before the Munka, an airmail set of seven stamps honoring Hungarian composers (MPeIBK 1401–

1407, Scott C129–C135), and earlier in 1955 a set of eleven commemoratives honoring Hungarian 

scientists (MPeIBK 1401–1407, Scott C129–C135; Semmelweis is on the 20f).  Still, I ask: Why 

not one intellectual worker among the twenty Munka?  I would have been tickled pink by a generic 

scholar teaching a generic Das Kapital (see Lukács György, MPeIBK 3702, Scott 2915 [1985]). 

The set was, for whatever reason, limited to celebrating manual workers - the proletariat. 

Before turning to the use of the Munka on a few covers, I’d like to insert that some were released 

as semi-postals, surcharged with an overprint (see Figures 5–6).  This set of six appeared on 

January 31, 1957 and are decorated with three items: the symbol of the Red Cross, the Hungarian 

shield, and the “+ fillér” surcharge (MPeIBK 1549–1554, Scott B211–B216).  All six stamps exist 

on vertical small star watermarked paper (XIIIA), while the 60f+60f postman also exists on XIIA 

paper (Black Book, p. 369; Monograph V, p. 558).  The overprint is red except for the 30f+30f 

and the 60f+60f, on which it is carmine (Monograph V, p. 557). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The January 31, 1957 Munka semi-postals, MPeIBK 1549–1554, Scott B211–B216. 
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Three Munka-franked covers are displayed below. I begin with an 

aerogram (Figure 7) lacking an indicium and franked with a single 

2,60Ft tractor-driving woman (the correct rate).  I say the entire is 

an aerogram because (1) the paper is thin, (2) the “Légiposta” 

marking is not an applied etiquette but printed on the envelope, and 

(3) the message is typed on the back of the envelope paper itself—

in the image, the words can be seen, reversed, through the recto 

side.  The message is sad.  A mother has written to “the owner or 

doorman” because she has not heard from her missing son.  She is 

pleading for help, trying desperately to locate him.  Figure 8, which 

is cropped and enlarged from the Figure 7 cover, shows a Győr 3A 

cancel on the aerogram, dated “[1]959 JAN. -6. 11.” 

Figure 6, below: An enjoyable exercise: line up multiples of the Munka semi-postals to display 

different positions (both horizontally and vertically) of the three overprinted items.  Where are they 

“supposed” to be? None of these three copies of the red 1Ft +1Ft is the one in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 7, right, top: 

Aerogram sent from Győr 

(then in Győr-Sopron 

megye) to Dallas, Texas, 

USA, Jan. 6, 1959.  The 

Munka franking is the 

2,60Ft value, equal to 1Ft 

for a foreign letter + 

1,60Ft airmail surcharge. 

 

Figure 8, right, below: The 

Győr 3A canceller, from 

1922 (Monograph VI, p. 

376, labeled type “Mxv”) 

is a modified “K”-type: 

The Crown of St. Stephen 

has been removed, leaving 

a remnant of the space 

where it had been. 
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The elaborately addressed cover in Figure 9 is franked with six Munka (=1Ft, correct for a foreign, 

non-airmail letter) of which four are different: one 8f gardener, two copies of the 10f fisherman, 

one 12f bricklayer, and two copies of the 30f woman working on a vase. Figure 10 shows two 

Budapest 72 FL cancels, cropped and enlarged from the Figure 9 cover, dated “[19]57 XII. 29 -3.” 

 

Figure 9, above: Entire 

sent from Budapest to a 

post office box in Spencer, 

Iowa, USA. 

 

Figure 10, left: The 

Budapest 72 FL canceller, 

from 1942 (Monograph VI, 

p. 457), has been modified: 

the Crown of St. Stephen 

has been partially excised. 

On the excision of the 

crown from Hungarian 

cancellers, see section 

VIII-2 of my article in The 

News of Hungarian 

Philately 42:1 (2016), pp. 

11–13 and Figures 127–

133.3 
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Figure 11 is a registered airmail letter sent from Budapest 62 to Sydney, New South Wales, 

Australia, dated “[19]55 IX. 27. 10,” arriving ca. “8/10/55” (manuscript date).  It is franked with 

the Munka high value, the 10Ft coal miner. The correct rate was 8Ft, so the letter was overpaid. 

This cover is one in a set of six which successfully, together, used all 20 Munka stamps.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. The Budapest 62M canceller is listed on p. 456 of Monograph VI. 

Cover from the collection of Csaba L. Kohalmi. 

NOTES 

1. For a table of watermarks, their designations, and distribution (e.g., “álló” = vertical), see Monograph 

V, p. 535.  All seven volumes of the Monograph, in Hungarian, are available on MAFITT’s website 

under “Projects.”  Switch to the English web pages to download: www.mafitt.hu/fooldal/index.html. 

2. The descriptions of the designs are more detailed (or loquacious) in Monograph V, p. 535.  “Kertész” 

(8f), for example, is expanded to “Kertész, kezében kosárral, a háttérben kertészettel” (gardener holding a 

basket with garden in the background).  The 2Ft “Villanyhegesztő” is rendered as “Villanyhegesztő 

munkás hegesztő pajzzsal munka közben” (electric welder wearing a shield while working).  The longer 

Monograph V descriptions (published 1967) retain gender with -nő.  The 21st-century editions of 

MPeIBK may have no excuse—except that the Hungarian language is thousands of years old: “The 

traditional view holds that the Hungarian language diverged from its Ugric relatives in the first half of the 

1st millennium BC” (Wikipedia).  But when, more particularly, did the suffix -nő arise? Why is it still 

used?  I wonder whether Hungarian feminist linguists protest the practice, as British-American feminist 

linguists have long objected to the indiscriminate use of the English pronouns “he,” “him,” and “his.” 

3. hungarianphilately.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Vol42No1.pdf#page=13. 

4. I am grateful for the enormous help of Csaba Kohalmi.  Mark Whitehorn also provided essential 

assistance.  The essay is a revised and expanded, but also contracted, version of “Povolání and Munka,” 

Czechout #179, 38:2 (2020), pp. 30:I–30:VIII (https://aca422d3-11bc-4516-a7c2-

aea0aa79758d.usrfiles.com/ugd/aca422_d46832a3143a43168d880fbbeee90f77.pdf). 

 

https://aca422d3-11bc-4516-a7c2-aea0aa79758d.usrfiles.com/ugd/aca422_d46832a3143a43168d880fbbeee90f77.pdf
https://aca422d3-11bc-4516-a7c2-aea0aa79758d.usrfiles.com/ugd/aca422_d46832a3143a43168d880fbbeee90f77.pdf
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UNRAVELING A MYSTERY SURROUNDING THE 1947  

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL STAMP ISSUE 

 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

Issuing stamps honoring the late Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR), who was the President of the 

United States from 1933 until his death on April 12, 1945, was a popular philatelic topic after the 

conclusion of World War II.  The Hungarian Post’s contribution was a series of eight stamps and 

two souvenir sheets.  This issue from 1947 was considered a semi-postal series with the 100% 

surcharge benefitting the Foundation of the Postal Employees Hospital.  The Magyar bélyegek 

monográfiája (Monograph) assigns a very vague ‘pedigree’ to these stamps (A kiadás keletkezése 

meglehetősen homályos, feltehetően külföldi rendelésre készült. / The origins of this issue are 

vague, most likely it came about because of a custom order from abroad.) 

 

Still, the political climate in Hungary was pseudo-democratic at the time.  Despite the constant 

pressure of Rákosí’s communists, the government was made up of a fragile coalition of multiple 

parties.  Hungary was also suffering from the stigma of being Hitler’s last ally; thus, issuing stamps 

paying homage to a Western leader was considered a positive act.  (Stamps depicting Lenin and 

Stalin soon followed on October 1, 1947 with the issue honoring (wrongly!) the 30th anniversary 

of the founding of the Soviet Union (Scott B199-201, MPIÁ 1042-4)). 

  

The Roosevelt stamps were designed by Pál Szűcs.  The theme of the four regular values was 

Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms (Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Religion, Freedom from Want, and 

Freedom from Fear.)  The four airmail stamps showed cities significant in Roosevelt’s pursuit of 

the war against Germany (Casablanca, Teheran, and Yalta) as well as Hyde Park, Roosevelt’s 

home and final resting place.  (I should mention that the concepts of the four freedoms became an 

oxymoron in Hungary within the next 18 months as the communists consolidated power using 

Rákosi’s ‘salami tactics’ to eliminate all opposition.  The ‘people’s republic’ was declared on 

August 20, 1949.)  The ornate souvenir sheets incorporated blocks of 4 of the regular and the 

airmail stamps. 

 
Roosevelt memorial stamps designed by Pál Szűcs. 
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Roosevelt memorial souvenir sheets. 

The contemporary editors of the Scott Standard Postage 

Stamp Catalog took a dim view of the series by 

relegating them to a footnote without assigning 

numbers to them because of the issues’ speculative 

nature.  When the stamps were finally listed sometime 

in the 1980s, the editors were forced to ‘squeeze’ their 

catalog numbers into an odd sequence (B198A-D, CB1-

CB1C).  

The known facts about the stamps include that 100,000 

sets of eight stamps were printed along with 30,000 

pairs of souvenir sheets.  When the stamps were issued 

on June 11, 1947, domestic sales were limited to a few 

localities and only one set could be purchased.  

Collectors belonging to philatelic organizations were allowed to purchase one set of stamps plus a 

single pair of souvenir sheets if they were already subscribing to the new issues service.  The post 

office mailed out these purchases starting on October 29, 1947.  The series lost its postal validity 

soon thereafter, on November 30, 1947.  Because of the very restricted distribution, these stamps 

saw extremely limited postal usage.  It is entirely possible that none were used on commercial 

mailings.   

This series on first days covers (FDC) is not hard to find.  Ironically, these covers are almost 

exclusively on Artcraft cacheted first day envelopes, both the standard American small format 

(franked usually with four stamps) and the legal format (franked with the full set of eight).  The 

four different cachets of these FDC envelopes were originally prepared for use with the US FDR 

memorial stamps (Scott 930-3) issued in 1945.  The legal format envelope and the ones used for 

the large souvenir sheets appear to have been made especially for the Hungarian stamps using an 

image without the Artcraft logo.  The FDCs of the souvenir sheets are not quite as abundant.  The 

fact that American envelopes were used for first day covers indicates advance preparation.  An 

official notice to stamp dealers in the US must have been provided in time for the envelopes to be 

mailed from America for servicing.  This may have been as early as 30 days prior to the issue in 

order to provide enough time for surface mail to reach Budapest.  Consequently, the Monograph’s 

 

Roosevelt issue listing from my 1971 

(antiquarian) edition of the Scott stamp 

catalog. 
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statement about the ‘custom made’ nature of the issue is quite correct.  A significant number of 

the covers available in the philatelic marketplace were addressed to Harry or Lala Rhyn and the 

Continental Stamp Company in New York. 

  

Roosevelt series FDCs using the Artcraft Warm Springs and Hyde Park cachets. 

 

A ‘combo’ FDC with the complete set of 8 Roosevelt stamps. 

  

Roosevelt souvenir sheets of first day cover.  These oversized envelopes were specifically printed for the 

issue and feature a new cachet. 

The real mystery surrounding these stamps concerns the quantity printed.  Hungarian literature 

puts this at a total of 100,000 sets printed using two different sheet formats.  I am not aware that 
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any Hungarian literature gives the quantities for each type of sheet printed.  Starting with the 

Monograph, subsequent articles in literature refer to sheets of 25 subjects with marginal inscription 

that were marketed abroad.  It wasn’t until more recent editions of the Magyar posta- és 

illetékbélyeg katalógus (MPIK) that the mystery surrounding the actual size of the ‘normal’ sheet 

format was clarified.  Evidently, some of the stamps, whether originally distributed in Hungary or 

exported abroad, were printed in sheets of 25 subjects with imperforate margins bearing a 

commemorative inscription along the top and the bottom margins.   In addition, each value of the 

series was also printed in small sheets of four with the stamps in normal position as well as the 

stamps in a tête-bêche arrangement.  The small sheets were marketed abroad exclusively.  

Eventually, small quantities of these varieties found their way back into Hungary (and were even 

available for sale by Philatelica Hungarica).  (My “bad liver” would lead me to doubt this.  While 

the Philatelica Hungarica marketing company was not founded until 1950, the post office securities 

storage could have ferreted a stock of these small sheets for future sale, so take the statement that 

all were sold abroad with a grain of salt!) 

  

Each value of the set was printed in small sheets of 4 with normal and tête-bêche positioning as well as 

commemorative inscriptions in the top and bottom margins. 

Still, the mystery regarding the quantities of the different sheet formats printed persists.  A personal 

anecdote: I purchased my set of small sheets (in both formats) from a dealer in New York (Martin 

Band) in the early 1960s for $12.50 per set.  While that was a significant sum to save up for a 

young collector getting by on a dollar or two allowance per week, it was not an insurmountable 

price barrier.  At the time, the demand for the stamps was dampened by the fact that they were 

‘non-Scott.’  (The single sets of the Roosevelt stamps were a regular feature in approval books 

from the Zenith Stamp Company whose come-ons enticed young collectors by featuring ads in 

comic books with introductory offerings for hundreds of stamps for a dime.  I think their price was 

$2.)  Given that such dealers latched on to large quantities of these stamps back when they were 

issued, their prices did not reflect relative scarcity.  This also reinforced the belief that most of the 

issue was exported. 

So, how many small sheets of four can exist?  For want of better information, I tried to make a 

somewhat scientific guess by looking at ratio of the catalog prices (MPIK and Scott) and the point 

values given in the Magyar bélyegek kézikönyve (MBK) for the different printing formats with 
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respect to the basic set.  Since Scott does not differentiate between the regular and the tête-bêche 

sheets (at least in my 2003 copy), I decided not to use it.  The MBK was printed over 30 years ago 

and its point valuations would have changed had a new edition been published, but the data proved 

useful in validating the current pricing from the MPIK. 

 

 

The sheet of 25 with inscriptions in the top and bottom margins. 

For a starting point, I assumed that the ‘normal’ printing (individual stamps separated for domestic 

distribution as well as sheets of 25 sold abroad) could have been 60,000 sets.  This number puts 

the available sets roughly into the same quantity category as the Siess, Adj, Segíts (SAS) charity 

issue (Scott B195-7) issued during the previous month.  (The total of the lowest three values was 

50,000 stamps.)  The catalog values for the SAS stamps and the Roosevelt singles are in the same 

ballpark with the Roosevelt stamps being slightly lower.  That would mean that 40,000 stamps 

were printed in sheets of four for a total of 10,000 sheets.  The valuations indicate that the tête-

 
 MBK 

(points) 

MBK 

Ratio 

MPIK (1,000 

forints) 

MPIK 

Ratio 

Average of 

the two ratios 

Basic set 160  6   

Souvenir sheets (2) 800 5x 50 8.33x 6.67x 

Normal sheets of 4 1000 6.25x 70 11.66x 8.96x 

Tête-bêche sheets of 4 1600 10x 120 20x 15x 
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bêche sheets are 1.67 times as valuable as the normal sheets, so I wanted to translate this ratio into 

quantitative numbers.  In order to do so, I solved for x in the equation 2.67x = 10000.  The result 

for x was 3745; for 1.67x, 6255.  I rounded these numbers for the approximate tabulation:  

• 60,000 sets of singles, 

• 30,000 souvenir sheets, 

• 6,000 normal small sheets of four, and 

• 4,000 small sheets of four with tête-bêche positioning. 

In the last 70 or so years, how were these quantities modified by dealers’ and collectors’ activities?  

First of all, sets and souvenir sheets were used to service first day covers.  My generous guess 

would be that 1,000 sets and perhaps 500 pairs of souvenir sheets were used up to make FDCs.  

Individual stamps, as well as sets, are nearly impossible to find postally used on anything other 

than first day covers, so there’s negligible effect for adjusting the quantities because of lost or 

discarded mailings.  There are two main reasons for the lack of non-FDC covers: 1) the initial, 

very limited distribution of the stamps kept collectors from using them on mailings, 2) the more 

widespread distribution to new issues subscribers started in late October; therefore, the stamps 

were valid for only one month more providing a limited window for postal use. 

 

Two postally used, non-FDC philatelic covers franked with the Roosevelt stamps mailed within the period 

of postal validity.  The cover on the left was sent from Aszód on November 24, 1947 to Belgium.  The 

franking on this 16 gram cover was 3,80Ft (foreign letter: 1Ft; registration: 2Ft; European airmail 

surcharge: 80f [@ 40f/10gr]).  The cover on the right was sent from Budapest 4 on November 28, 1947, 

again to Belgium.  The franking on this 12 gram cover was 4,50Ft, overpaying the previously detailed 

3,80Ft tariff by 70f.  It is interesting to note that although the handwriting on both covers is identical, the 

senders’ names and addresses are different [Buchinger Anikó & Anna].  It would also be interesting to 

know how she/they acquired the Roosevelt stamps, whether it was through the post office’s new issues 

subscription.  The date of these mailings would strongly support the fact that the stamps were sent to 

subscribers starting at the end of October 1947. 
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Collectors occasionally lift stamps out of souvenir sheets even though that usually diminishes their 

value. (The MPIK prices such blocks at 30% of the value of the intact souvenir sheets.)   In the 

case of the FDR sheets, the se-tenant blocks of four stamps provided an attractive enticement to 

do so.  These blocks are generally available in the philatelic marketplace for a slight premium.  In 

my estimation, several thousand souvenir sheets may have been ‘destroyed’ in this way. 

 

Se-tenant block of 4 lifted from souvenir sheets. 

Some souvenir sheets saw pseudo-postal use after the series lost its validity.  This philatelic 

manipulation most likely was instigated by stamp dealers from abroad, who may have even sent 

the sheets back to Hungary to be used ‘on cover.’  The quantities involved are very small.   

  

Postally invalid sheet mailed to the Mint Stamp Company in Columbia, Louisiana by Halász Ringwald, a 

stamp dealer, from Budapest 7 on December 23, 1948, 13 months after the stamps and sheets lost their 

postal validity.  The 2,20Ft value stamps on the reverse side paid the postage for the mailing as 

registered (2Ft) foreign printed matter (20f).  Obviously, the stamps in the souvenir sheet were not 

counted into the postage, yet they were ‘favor’ cancelled contrary to postal regulations. 
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A similar posting by Halász Ringwald used small sheets of four provided from abroad.  This cover from a  

set of eight individual mailings was sent to Lee’s Stamps in Great Neck, New York on February 9, 1949 

from the same Budapest 7 post office as the above cover.  Again, the stamps on the reverse side paid the 

postage for registration (2Ft), the airmail surcharge for the 10 gram (marked in the upper left corner of 

the front) envelope (2 x 1Ft), and the rate for foreign printed matter (20f).  The Roosevelt stamps, again, 

were cancelled contrary to postal rules that dictated marking invalid stamps by boxing them in with a 

blue crayon. 

I have seen both the normal and the tête-bêche small sheets used on similar ‘late’ mailings several 

times.  In my estimation, about a dozen such examples exist, so they have a negligible effect on 

quantities.  On the other hand, the tête-bêche sheets provided a temptation for collectors to create 

tête-bêche pairs of stamps for their albums.  Again, tearing sheets apart diminished their value, but 

the tête-bêche pairs do command a small premium over normal pairs or blocks.  (The MPIK prices 

a set of tête-bêche pairs at five times the value of a set of single stamps.  With respect to the value 

of the small sheets of four, this valuation is 50% that of the sheets accounting for the fact that two 

pairs of tête-bêche stamps could be ‘harvested’ from each sheet.)  Given that these pairs are readily 

available in the marketplace, I would guess that perhaps a quarter (1,000) to a third (1,333) of the 

small sheets were ‘lost’ in this fashion.  

It is possible that the original printing quantity was evenly divided between the normal positioning 

and the tête-bêche positioning of the stamps; AND, the tête-bêche sheets became more valuable to 

collectors because of the ‘destruction’ brought about by wanting tête-bêche pairs of stamps.  

However, given the speculative nature of this issue, I would surmise that the printing quantity was 

manipulated in favor of the normal sheets in order to increase the desirability and saleability of the 

other version.  So, I will continue to use the numbers as adjusted above in the final table indicating 

a roughly two to one difference in the normal vs tête-bêche quantities. 

  

Tête-bêche pairs removed from small sheets of four. 
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Upper right hand corner blocks from the sheets of 25. 

As far as the sheets of 25 stamps were concerned, my estimate of the printing quantity was 2,400 

sheets (60,000 stamps).  How much of this was exported and how many intact sheets still exist?  

Since the FDR stamps have proven to be plentiful here, I would like to suggest that perhaps 60 to 

70 percent of the printing was exported, mostly to America.  That would mean 1,400 to 1,680 

sheets were shipped out of Hungary.  These sheets were then separated into single stamps sold to 

collectors.  Occasionally, various size marginal blocks with the commemorative inscription were 

offered.  Because of this practice, probably less than 500 intact sheets remain.  Since the sales of 

the FDR stamps in Hungary were limited strictly to singles, less than a handful of intact sheets 

would be available there today.  Any such items offered in auctions would be the result of re-

importation.  (MPIK places a value 50 times that of the single set on a set of full sheets.  While 

that may be only 100% appreciation per single stamp, the set of sheets priced as US$1,000 is still 

large sum for any collector.) 

As usual for Hungarian stamps, the series exists in imperforate condition.  I am not going to try to 

guess the quantities for these stamps since they had not been recorded in any Hungarian literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Imperforate singles, including ones with marginal inscription. 
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Imperforate souvenir sheets. 

The pièces de résistance of imperforate Roosevelt stamps are the small sheets of four in that 

condition as well as complete sheets of 25.  I’ve encountered imperforate singles and souvenir 

sheets many times on eBay, but I saw a single, normal format, imperforate sheet of four only once.  

It sold for well over US$100.  I regret not saving the image.  I was also surprised by the prices for 

the imperforate varieties given in the 2014-15 edition of the MPIK in multiples of the perforated 

items shown in the table below: 

 

Except for the individual stamps and the full sheets of 25, the value multiplier for imperforate 

sheets is in the neighborhood of a mere two times.  I wonder why this is.  Perhaps the quantities 

of imperforates for this speculative issue were larger than for other stamps from 1947 that have 

value multipliers in the double digits. 

 

 

The Roosevelt series also exists stamped with the word 

‘Specimen’ for examples submitted to the Universal 

Postal Union in Bern.  It is possible that the souvenir 

sheets were similarly submitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Imperforate value multiplier 

Set of 8 5.83x 

Pair of souvenir sheets 2x 

Set of small sheets of 4 2.57x 

Set of small sheets of 4, tête-bêche 2.08x 

Set of full sheets of 25 6x 
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Finally, my adjusted table of estimated perforated quantities in existence: 

 Original 

mint 

quantity 

printed 

 

FDC 

Postally 

used on 

cover 

‘Altered’ 

by dealers / 

collectors 

Maximum quantity of 

mint examples 

remaining in existence 

Sets of normal 

stamps 

60,000 1,000 < 200  ~ 58,800 

Pairs of souvenir 

sheets 

30,000 500 < 100 3,000 to 

5,000* 

24,400 to 26,400 

Set of normal 

sheets of 4 

6,000  < 50  5,950 

Set of tête-bêche 

sheets of 4 

4,000  < 50 1,000 to 

1,333** 

2,617 to 2,950 

* Se-tenant blocks 

of 4 (2 diff.) 

    3,000 to 5,000 

**Tête-bêche 

pairs (8 pairs) 

    2,000 to 2,666 

 

I would also like to show a presentation folder containing the set of eight stamps signed by the 

Director of the Hungarian Post Udvarhelyi, dated June 25, 1947. 
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Addenda: [All of these four illustrations are from various eBay listings] 

  

Left: A Zenith Stamp Company ‘Premium Packet’ message to introduce ‘The World’s Finest Approvals’ 

to collectors.  Right: Another Artcraft cachet used for servicing Hungarian first day covers sent to Harry 

Rhyn in New York.  

  

FDR set sent from Budapest 4 on November 10, 1947 to the Postman’s Knock in Cincinnati, Ohio.   This 

is also a philatelic mailing during the proper time period.  Most likely, the card was mailed as foreign 

printed matter for 20f, so both items were grossly over-franked. 
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DÉL-VISSZATÉR: THE RETURN OF THE SOUTHERN PROVINCES, 1941 

by Robert Lauer 

On October 28, 1940, Mussolini launched his botched invasion of Greece from the Italian colony 

of Albania.  By the end of November, the Greek counterattack had not only repelled the Italian 

invasion, but carried the Greek army well into Albania.  At this point, Hitler realized that he would 

have to invade Greece, not only to rescue his flailing ally, but also to remove the possibility of 

Britain securing a base from which to attack German’s vital links to the resources of the Balkan 

countries and the Ploesti oil fields in Romania.  To secure its flank for this Greek campaign, 

Germany began to exert a relentless pressure on Yugoslavia to join the Axis Tripartite Pact. 

The Yugoslav Government, led by the English educated and Anglophile Regent, Prince Paul, 

steadfastly resisted these German demands from the start.  But as Romania and Bulgaria filled 

with German troops over the first months of 1941, Yugoslav Government’s room for manoeuvre 

all but evaporated.  Eventually, on March 17, 1941, in a divided vote, the Yugoslav Crown Council 

agreed to join the Tripartite Pact and Yugoslavia signed the treaty on March 25, 1941. 

Deeply offended by their country’s caving into German pressure, a group of Serb officers, led by 

air force General Borivoje Mirković, staged a bloodless coup on the night of March 26-27, 1941, 

deposing Prince Paul as Regent and installing the young King Peter as monarch.  Prince Paul 

accepted the coup as a fait accompli and went into exile.  A new government was formed under 

the leadership of General Dušan Simović, the air force Chief of Staff.  Despite the new 

government’s protests to the contrary, Hitler viewed the coup as fundamentally anti-German and 

resolved to invade and destroy Yugoslavia.   

In Hungary, the backdrop to these events was the power struggle between the Prime Minister Pál 

Teleki, who was desperately trying to preserve Hungary’s neutrality from the expanding conflict 

and the armed forces Chief of Staff General Henrik Werth, who was convinced that Germany 

would ultimately triumph over the Allies and that Hungary needed to commit itself firmly to the 

Axis cause.  Even though it had signed the Tripartite Pact on November 20, 1940, Hungary also 

signed a Treaty of Eternal Friendship with Yugoslavia in December 1940 as a means of 

maintaining an opening to the west.  In this treaty, Hungary renounced its claims to Croatia in 

return for negotiations over a revision of the Trianon border in areas where there was a significant 

Magyar population.            

In the wake of the Belgrade coup, Hitler offered Hungary the return of its southern provinces in 

exchange for the participation of the Hungarian Army in, and the use of Hungarian territory for, 

his invasion of Yugoslavia.  While General Werth was secretly negotiating Hungary’s role in the 

destruction of Yugoslavia, Teleki managed to convince Regent Horthy that the Hungarian Army 

should not move into the Yugoslav territory it claimed until after Yugoslavia had clearly fallen 

apart.  Teleki realized that it was politically impossible to resist the offer of territory in the 

Yugoslav parts of the old Kingdom of Hungary, but he still wanted to put some sort of a fig leaf 

on Hungary’s breach of its treaty obligations with Yugoslavia in the hopes of preserving a façade 

of Hungarian neutrality for the western Allies. 
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In the early morning of April 3, 1941, as German troops were taking up positions in Hungary for 

the invasion of Yugoslavia, Pál Teleki shot himself.  On April 6, 1941, Germany, Italy and 

Bulgaria declared war on and invaded Yugoslavia.  Despite intense German pressure, the new 

Hungarian Prime Minister Lászlo Bárdossy, a Teleki ally, refused to commit Hungarian troops to 

the invasion until Croatia declared its independence on April 10, 1941.  On April 11, 1941, the 

Hungarian army occupied Baranya and the Bácska to the south and the Muraköz and Muravidék 

to the west - all parts of Yugoslavia that were in pre-Trianon Hungary.  In the end, the fig leaf 

mattered not, as Great Britain broke off diplomatic relations with Hungary on April 7, 1941.  The 

suicide of Pál Teleki and the invasion of Yugoslavia meant that Hungary was now effectively 

committed to the Axis side, with all of the devastating consequences that were to follow.  

From the collapse of Yugoslavia, Hungary regained 11,417 square kilometres of territory and 

reunited 370,000 Hungarians with the Magyarország.  The area’s regained are illustrated below on 

the map in Figure 1 (Source: Wikipedia Commons): the old western parts of Vas and Zala counties 

and the southern parts of Baranya and Bács-Bodrog, as well as a tiny piece of Csongrád. 

 

Figure 1 

When post offices reopened a week to 10 days after the invasion, they were stocked with 

Hungarian stamps and cancellers, and Hungarian postal rates applied to all mail – the old Yugoslav 

stamps were no longer valid and there was no transitional period.1.  As with the other reacquisitions 

of territory from Czechoslovakia and Romania, initially towns were issued with numbered 

auxiliary cancellers, as in the postcard in Figure 2. These were replaced by standard Hungarian 

town cancellers as these became available.2. 
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Figure 2: A Hungarian postal stationery card, uprated with a 10f stamp for the foreign postcard rate, 

sent from Zombor on April 22, 1941 to Beograd, which was now in a foreign country.  Cancelled with 

auxiliary canceller #116 (from the collection of Paul de Leeuw van Weenen). 

Again, as in previous reacquisitions of territory, Csáktornya in Zala and 10 of the larger towns in 

the Bácska were also issued with special commemorative ‘visszatért’ cancellers along the lines of 

the one for Zombor on the card in Figure 2.  Csáktornya, Kula, Szabadka, Újvidék, Zenta and 

Zombor all had special commemorative cancellers with the town coats of arms in them.  These are 

illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.  Figure 3 also illustrates the 10f and 20f stamps from the 1939 

definitive series overprinted “Dél-visszatér” that were issued by the Royal Hungarian Post Office 

to commemorate the return of the Délvidék. 

   

Figure 3: Visszatért commemorative cancellers for Csáktornya, Kula and Szabadka. 
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Figure 4: Visszatért commemorative cancellers for Újvidék, Zenta and Zombor. 

The remaining five towns in the Bácska were 

given one of two types of generic visszatért 

commemorative cancellers: Apatin, Ada and 

Óbecse received cancellers with the design 

illustrated on the right in Figure 5 and Palánka and 

Újverbász received cancellers with the design on 

the left of Figure 5.  

In his Monograph, “The Visszatért Period in 

Hungarian Philately, 1938-45”, Mervyn Benford 

notes that non-philatelic mail from the Délvidék 

bearing these commemorative visszatért cancels 

is relatively scarce.  Figure 6 illustrates one such example and two items of commercial mail are 

illustrated on the back cover of this edition of The News. 

 

Figure 6: A letter sent from Ada to Budapest on April 30, 1941, franked with the commemorative 20f 

stamp overprinted “Dél-visszatér” and cancelled with the commemorative visszatért canceller for Ada. 

Figure 5: The generic visszatért commemorative 

cancellers used for smaller towns in the Bácska. 
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Notes  

1. The post offices in the larger towns in the Délvidék reopened on the following days: Zombor - April 

19th; Szabadka and Zenta – April 20th; Ada, Csáktornya, Kula and Újvidék – April 21st; Óbecse – April 

22nd; and Apatin, Palánka and Újverbász – April 23rd. 

2. Tonnes Ore, in his Monograph #4 for the Yugoslavia Study Group, “Banat and Bačka”, gives a listing 

of all of the numbered auxiliary cancellers used in the Bácska in 1941 and which towns they were used in.  
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WANTED:  Consignment material for SHP auctions. 
 

Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction 
chairperson, Anna Trischan: N49W16441 Lilac Lane, Menomonee Falls WI 53051 USA, 
email: shpauctioneer@gmail.com. You can set your starting price or consult with Anna to establish 
the same.  You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of 
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time. 

 
 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11 
books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Orders and 
inquiries should be sent to:  

 
Alan Bauer, P.O. Box 4028, Vineyard Haven, MA 02568; tel: (888) 868-8293,  

e-mail: baueralan0414@gmail.com 



 

 
 

THE RETURN OF THE SOUTH – 1941 
 

 

A commercial letter sent from Újvidék to Budapest on June 30, 1941 cancelled with the 

commemorative canceller for the town.  Note the change of the firm’s name back to Hungarian. 

 

A registered commercial letter sent from Palánka to Budapest on May 12, 1941 cancelled with 

the commemorative canceller for the town.  Again, note the change in the firm’s name (from the 

collection of Csaba Kohalmi).  


